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HOW TO MAKE MONEY IN THE MARIJUANA STOCK MARKET
A GOOD ARTICLE FROM WEED WEEK WARNING ABOUT LEGALIZATION

HURDLES

There are some very good sources for cannabis information. One is WeedWeek. I quote:. “Pass it around with the link
http://tinyletter.com/WeedWeek. It is interesting that Republican Marco Rubio is against legalization. This article also discusses
the U.S. Postal Service’s position that it is a crime to mail newspapers containing marijuana advertising. It is clear to me that
powerful forces are against legalization across the board. Legalization in my view is still a very rocky road.
“Several GOP presidential contenders have advocated treating the nation’s growing heroin epidemic as a health crisis, not a
criminal one,” the Washington Post writes. “But most stop short of advocating the same approach to other drug laws, notably those
involving marijuana and crack cocaine, which disproportionately affect African Americans."
Marijuana Policy Project federal policy director Dan Riffle quit his job saying "industry is taking over the legalization movement and
I’m not interested in the industry.” The same day MPP announced a legalization initiative funded by industry revenue.
Meanwhile, 12 members of the House want to strip some of the funds used by the DEA’s marijuana eradication program. The
agency spent $4.20 per seized plant according to the Washington Post and in some states it cost $60 per uprooted plant. The U.S.
Postal Service warned that it is a crime to mail newspapers containing marijuana advertising.
An elderly woman in Charleston, S.C. challenged Republican presidential hopeful Marco Rubio on his anti-legalization stance.
Ontario is backtracking on a plan that allowed MED vaping and smoking anywhere, including indoor spaces such as restaurants
and movie theaters. Province Premier Kathleen Wynne isn’t wild about legalization. Out west, the Mounties are cracking down on
dispensaries in British Columbia and Canada’s new federal government, which has pledged to legalize, is allowing it. "Any store
selling marijuana is operating illegally," a government spokesman said. (In Canada, MED is shipped to patients’ homes.)”

